
Lacework selects  
Klue for a united 
Compete and  
Win-Loss program

“All-in-Won”:  United CI  
and Win-Loss insights    
Kim and the Compete team were looking for a Win-Loss program 

that would provide actionable insights to help continue to attract and 

delight customers and prospects. After using other research tools at 

prior organizations, Kim was delighted by the professionalism and 

depth of insights delivered by Klue’s Win-Loss research. Based on 

this level of services expertise and having a single integrated platform 

of both Compete and Win-Loss insights together in one place, Kim 

decided to expand their Klue contract to include the customer voice 

within their battlecards. 

This integrated Compete + Win-Loss program, referred to internally as 

‘All in Won’, allows Kim and team to share comprehensive learnings 

with the Exec team, sellers, Product, Engineering and everyone in 

between within the organization. It has been instrumental in giving her 

team a ‘seat at the table,’ highlighting the role and value of the CI team. 

This is best demonstrated by the CI team's regular stand-up with their 

CEO, CMO, and CRO where they have the opportunity to highlight 

opportunities for differentiation, win-loss, and the competitive 

landscape. 

Results
• The Lacework CI team has been directly involved in over 90% 

of closed won deals through up-to-date battlecards and 1:1 deal 

support. 

• By actioning learnings from win-loss, the CI team has built 

a strong partnership across the org, from Product to GTM, 

continuing to drive success in pipeline and ARR. 

Customer Overview
Lacework keeps organizations secure in the cloud, allowing them 

to innovate faster with confidence. Cloud security requires a 

fundamentally new approach and the Lacework platform is designed 

to scale with the volume, variety, and velocity of cloud data across 

an organization’s cloud environment: code, identities, containers, 

and multi-cloud infrastructure. Only Lacework provides Security and 

Development teams with a correlated and prioritized end-to-end view 

that pinpoints the largest risks and handful of security events that 

matter most. Learn more at www.lacework.com.
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Why Klue vs the Rest
Early on in her career, Kim met with a number of vendors and 
reinforced her belief that a CI platform should have a more customer 
centric approach centered around Win-Loss research. Klue was 
the first vendor to acquire a Win-Loss services company, having an 
expert team of research directors and analysts. 

Need for Competitive 
Enablement and Win-Loss
Lacework is in the highly competitive cloud security space, 
competing with over 20 point solution vendors on a regular 
basis, and new companies constantly entering the market.  A top 
priority for the CI team was to educate and enable their sellers on 
differentiation. As typical in many SaaS companies, competitive 
requests were coming in ad-hoc through Slack and other channels, 
and most competitive deliverables in static format such as PDF, which 
leave opportunities for outdated materials. 

Reps needed a central place to go for the latest Competitive 
Intelligence, and Lacework needed to level up their competitive 
program with a strategy that linked all areas of the business. The 
Lacework team brought on Kim Bauer to build up this program. Kim 
had extensive experience creating full scale Compete programs in 
her previous roles, including adjunct teaching a CI course to FEMBA 
students at the University of California, Irvine. 

As the Lacework team always valued the overlap of customer 
needs, competitive differentiation and their own Lacework value 
prop, they created a Compete program that also included Win-Loss 
insights. The team was working with a different Win-Loss vendor but 
insights were kept in a different platform, and the results were not as 
expected.  

+

Our Marketing objectives 

are very focused - to arm 

and uplift our Revenue 

teams and give them more 

confidence, because this is 

what builds pipeline and 

wins more deals.

To meet these objectives,  

we look at the overlap of 

our customer needs, com-

petitive differentiation and 

overall Lacework value. 

And we simply can’t do this 

without Klue.

Meagen Eisenberg
C M O

Compared to other tools that 

surface insights in multiple 

platforms, Klue integrates 

buyer insights from Win-

Loss with Compete findings 

in one central place, giving 

us the means to continually 

deliver relevant insights 

to our sellers. This gives 

reps the validation and 

confidence they need, and 

In the world of SaaS where 

every deal is competitive - 

this is a critical need.

Kim Bauer
D I R E C TO R  O F  C O M P E T I T I V E 
I N T E L L I G E N C E

We use our Compete 

program to foster 

innovation at Lacework 

and support the C-Suite in 

making strategic decisions 

for our company. Our CI 

team is instrumental in this 

and are very highly valued.

Meagen Eisenberg
C M O
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CASE STUDY

Ready to level up? Klue can help. Book a demo.

Check out more Customer Stories +

http://www.lacework.com
http://www.klue.com
https://klue.com/customers
http://www.klue.com

